
Bio-Negative Structured Water

Just clamp it on and enjoy the benefits!

Case studies and research show that Bio-Negative water supports & amplifies health,

vitality and the healing powers of the body.

In Peter Kulish’s book Conquering Pain The Art of Healing With Biomagnetisim, a chapter is devoted to ex-

plaining how Energized Mono-Molecular Structured Water benefits the body and cells with increased hydro-

gen and oxygen ions and how that helps to increase and maintain health and vitality.

Internal Use: Bio-Negative water increases the body’s natural energy and helps to overcome blood cell stack-

ing (rouleau) which provides better hydration for increased nutrition/detoxification transport resulting in more

efficient cellular metabolic functions and increased health and vitality. Energizing the water changes its texture

which most people exclaim as a major increase in taste.

External Use: Bio-Negative water has also shown extraordinary support in helping the body heal external

conditions such as poison ivy/oak, psoriasis, acne, burns, bed sores, cuts, and scrapes; especially when

combined with BiomagScience Activated Oxygen.

Set of Two Water Jar Energizers

For the home and travel, enjoy healthy water wherever you are!

People everywhere exclaim “The Water Tastes Great”
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Bio-Negative Water Line Energizer Installation• Prevent Premature Aging

• Hydrate the Skin & Cells Better

• Helps Reduce Wrinkles

• Helps Reduce Free Radicals

• Improve Organ Functions

• Improve Memory Functions

• Increase Detoxification

• Helps to Decrease Sodium Levels

• Improve Cellular Transport Efficiency

• Improve Alkalinity & Reduce Acidosis

• Helps Reduce Chemicals & Heavy 

Metals Build-up
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1. Can the "BNW Constant Flow Energizer" be placed on the home's plumbing where the water comes

into the house?

No, it has to be at the location because the distance reduces its charge and benefits. Also, it can produce

hardwater issues when on the entire plumbing, but does not at the location. If your home does has a hard-

water problem, EnviroMagnetics.Net makes the most Powerful Magnetic Hardwater Softener System

which comes with a Lifetime Power Warranty.

2. Can the BNW Constant Flow Energizer be put on the shower or bath faucet for its health benefits?

Yes. Reports of chronic psoriasis and other skin conditions were resolved in about 10 days of daily

bathing/showering..

3. When using the "BNW Jar Magnets" how long does it take for the water to become energized?

If the Water Jar Magnet is on a small bottle when it is filled up, it is instantly energized. If both Water Jar

Magnets are on a large bottle/container when it is filled, it will take a couple minutes.

If the water is already in a small bottle and a Water Jar Magnet is applied, it takes about a minute.

If the water is already in a big bottle and the Water Jar Magnets are applied, it will take several minutes.

4. How long does the energy last if the Bio-Negative energized water is put into another bottle without a

Water Jar Magnet on it?

If the energized water is put into another bottle without the magnet, it will last all day losing a little power

throughout the day. Most people keep a Water Jar Magnet on their traveling water bottle to keep it fully

charged.

5. Does the water stay energized if the water is heated?

It will remain somewhat energized until it is boiled. It can be re-energized afterwards by running the magnet

on the side of the liquid container (drink, soup, etc.) and stirring it.

Bio-Negative Water Energizer FAQs


